
REF: # 9432 ORIHUELA COSTA (TORRE DE LA HORADADA )

INFO

PREIS: 344.900 €

TYP EIGENTUM: Reihenhaus 

STADT:

Orihuela 
Costa (Torre 
de la 
Horadada ) 

SCHLAFZIMMER: 3 

BADEZIMMER: 2

GEBAUT ( m2 ): 88

GRUNDSTÜCK ( m
2 ):

48 

TERRASSE ( m2 ): 14 

JAHR:

ETAGEN: -

Nachricht -

BESCHREIBUNG

3 bed, 2 bath townhouses in this great new build development which is 
located in TORRE DE LA HORADADA, at the lovely HIGUERICAS 
BEACH. All the properties will have large terraces and gardens where 
you can enjoy the sun and lovely views that allow all lovers of the 
Mediterranean aroma the possibility of finding the perfect place to enjoy 
this paradise! There will be several blocks of lovely modern townhouses 
with 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. They will have a terrace of 14 m2 and 
a garden of 40 to 48 m2 (one with 102 m2!). The stunning communal 
areas boast beautiful green areas with swimming pool (also Jacuzzi and 
children's pool). Underground parking space included. The area is also 
known to have one of the healthiest climates in the world. Lots of 
services closeby, such as supermarkets, restaurants, shops, pharmacy, 
health centre and the lovely Spanish towns of TORRE and PILAR DE LA 
HORADADA and the beautiful sandy beaches of the area as well as the 
Orihuela Costa ones, where you will also find other amenities, such as 
the famous shopping center ZENIA BOULEVARD. Also the most 



beautiful golf courses in the region are nearby. Both Murcia/Corvera 
Airport and Alicante/El Altet International Airport are only 40 minutes 
away. *KEY Ready in September 2023 (1st phase) and December 2023 
(2nd phase)!!

ENERGETIC CERTIFIED



STIL

Modern
Mediterran

ANSICHTEN

Panorama

KLIMAANLAGE

Zentral

KÚCHE

Offene Küche
Ausgestattet
Granitarbeitsfläche

GARTENTERRASSEN

überdachte Terrasse
offene Terrasse
Spielplatz
angelegt
Natursteinmauern
elektr. Tor
Privater Garten
Gemeinschaftsgarten



PROPERTY GALLERY

















"OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR GUARANTEE"


